Skirmish Changes Reference
Skirmish format is played using all of the rules of
the stronghold format, except:
1.

Simplified Mechanics
No passing fate (dynasty)
No actions from hand (dynasty)
Favor ignores conflict type (conflict)
No unopposed honor loss (conflict)
No fate on unclaimed rings (fate)
No discarding from broken provinces (fate)

2.

One Conflict
Each player gets only 1 conflict per round.

3.

Altered Ring Effects
The , , and  have new ring effects.

4.

Dynamic Dueling
During a duel, each player’s dueling total is
equal to their bid, plus 1 if their character
has a higher skill value.

5.

The Rule of Three
See reverse side for details.
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The Rule of Three
Most base game values are reduced to 3 (or a
multiple of 3):
1.

Three Provinces
Each province has 3 strength and no text.

2.

Three Cards in Hand
During setup, draw/mulligan to 3 cards.

3.

Honor Dials 1-3
Players cannot bid higher than 3.

4.

Six Fate
Each dynasty phase, each player collects
6 fate.

5.

Six Honor
Each player starts with 6 honor.
If a player reaches 0 honor, they lose.
If a player reaches 12 honor, they win.

6.

Reduced Reshuffle
If a player reshuffles an empty deck, they
lose 3 honor.
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Skirmish Phase Sequence
1.

Dynasty Phase
reveal cards in provinces
collect 6 fate
play characters from provinces

2.

Draw Phase
bid honor (1-3)
draw cards

3.

Conflict Phase
declare conflicts (1 per player)
contest Imperial Favor

4.

Fate Phase
discard characters with no fate
remove fate from characters
ready cards
discard cards from provinces
return rings
pass first player token
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Skirmish Ring Effects
Air – Take 1 honor from your
opponent.
Earth – Either draw 1 card from
your conflict deck or your opponent
discards 1 random card from their
hand.
Fire – Choose a character in play and
either honor or dishonor it.
Water – Choose a character in any
player’s home area with 1 or fewer
fate on it and either ready or bow it.
Void – Choose a character and
remove 1 fate from it.





Military

Political
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Skirmish Dynasty Actions
When it is your turn to take an action in
the dynasty phase, you may do one of the
following:
1.

Play a character from your provinces.
Pay the character's fate cost and put that
character into play in your home area,
ready. You may put fate on that character
from your fate pool.

2.

Trigger an action card ability.
Trigger an action ability on any in-play
card you control.

3.

Discard a duplicate unique character.
Discard a unique character () in your
provinces to place 1 fate from the token
pool on a copy of that character you have
in play.

4.

Pass.
You cannot take any more actions this
phase.
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Skirmish Conflict Resolution
The following are the steps of resolving a
conflict, after all player pass consecutively:
1.

Compare skill values
Determine which player wins the conflict.
The attacking player wins ties.

2.

Break province
The province breaks if the attacking player
has excess skill equal to or greater than
the province’s strength.

3.

Resolve ring effects
If the attacking player wins, they resolve
the contested ring's effect.

4.

Claim ring
Conflict's winner claims the ring.

5.

Conflict ends
Characters return home bowed.
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